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ABSTRACT·
T E X T U R E M A P P IN G ON G E O M E T R IC A L M O D E L S

Oktay Aydın Açıkgöz
M .S . in Computer Engineering and
Information Sciences
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bülent Ö Z G Ü Ç
July 19S9

The contribution of the visual effects of textures is an important aspect
in generating images of real objects. Texture mapping is a very success
ful technique in this respect. Texture mapping can be subdivided into two
fundamental topics; the geometric mapping and the filtering. The texture
majjping system developed in this study is adai^table to different typois of
geometric models. Superqueadric, Dezier or b-spline surfaces can be mapjK'd
with textures. The geometric modeling and the texture synthesis subsystems
were also implemented for this purpose. The system works in an interactive
manner, the user describes the geometric model and the texture and gets the
lesult in a reasonable amount of time. The speed and the usability of the
system by a naive user are the keypoints of implementation.

Keywords : Textures, texture mapping, antialiasing, shading, image S3mthesis, convohition, color, user interface design, hidden-surface elimination,
computer graphics.
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Gerçeğe uygun görüntü elde edilmesinde, dokuların gcirsel etkilerinin ve
rilmesinin önemi büyüktür. Doku eşlemesi bu bağlamda oldukça başarılı bir
tekniktir.

Doku eşlemesi iki temel başlık altında incelenebilir: geometrik

eşleme ve filtreleme. Geliştirilen sistem değişik geometrik modellere uygu
lanabilmektedir. Buna örnek olarak ” superqua.dric” veya Dezier yüzeylerini
verebiliriz. Geometrik modelleme ve doku sentezi alt sistemleri de bu amaç
için geliştirilmiştir. Uygulamanınm hızı ve kolay kullanılırlığı (inemli nokta
lardır. Sistem karşılıklı etkileşimli olarak çalışmaktadır. Kullanıcı dokuyu ve
geometrik modeli tanımlamakta ve sonucu kısa bir süre içinde alabilmektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Dokular, doku eşleme, karşıeşgörüngeleme, tarama,
görüntü bireşimi, katlanma, renk, etkileşim sistemleri, görünmeyen yüzeyleri
yoketme, bilgisayarlı çizim.
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1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

Realistic computer-synthesized raster images created by conventional tech
niques such as geometrical modeling and ray tracing cannot be successful
enough since they do not model minute surface details such as bumps, dirts
or real textures in iv reasonable amount of time. It is very time consuming
to model every minute surface detail a real world object has mathematically.
To create attractive pictures artificially, real life details must somehow be
generated. Otherwise, created pictuies are too smooth and lack the small
imperfections that nature has.
Surface properties can be described in different ways: texture, geome
try, roughness, shininess, finish, opacity, transparency, etc. It is possible to
categorize these properties in two groups:

• geometric surface properties
• color surface properties

It is also possible to further subdivide geometric surface properties:

• macroscopic surface geometry
• microscopic surface geometry

Bumps, cracks, wrinkles, surface curvatui'e are types of macroscoi:>ic geom
etry features that are larger than the wavelengths of visible light. Microscopic
geometry describes the roughness of a surface.
Bumps that arc macrogeometry features are simidatcd by a]>plying a ge
ometric perturbation function on the surfaces. Blinn [3] was the first to use
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this method to produce images of ’’ bumpy” surfaces.

In this metliod the

visible surface calculation is performed on the unperturbed surface, while the
shading calculations arc performed on the pert\irl>cd svirface. The problem
with this method is that, the silhouettes of bumpy surfaces remain smooth.
Microscopic geometry is irnijlicit in the reflection model used. The amount
of light reflected si)ccularly and diffusely is dependent on the roughness of
the surface.

Surely, rough surhices reflect the light diffusely, rather than

specidarly. Some parameters are used to adjust th(i reflections respectively.
Color surface properties can be described as the textui'e of the surface.
There are many definitions of texture. Pickett [32] states that ’’ texture is
used to describe 2-dimensional arrays of variations ... The elements and rules
of spacing or arrangement may be arbitrarily manipulated, provided a char
acteristic rei)ctitivcncss lemains.” Hawkins [15] has provided a more detailed
description of texture: ’’ The notion of texture appears to depend upon three
ingredients: ( 1) some local ’order’ is repeated over a I’egion which is large in
comparison to the order’s size, (2) the order consists in the nonrandom ar
rangement of elementary parts, and (3) the parts are roughly uniform entities
having approximately the same dimensions everywhere within the textured
region.” Here, the word texture is attached a more general meaning, it is a
multidimensional image mapped to a midtidirnensional space. This definition
covers nonrepetitivc images such as paintings.
Texture can be defined in one, two or three dimensions. In this work
2-dimensioniil textures are used, and textures are assumed to be in 2dimensions, unless the contrary is stated.
Texture may be classified as being artificial or natural. Artificial textures
are made uj) of .some symbols and figures arranged by human being. Natural
textures are images of natural scenes.
One possible way of simulating color surface proj)erties is called texture
mapping.

The idea is that instead of modeling every minute detail, first

model the object geometrically than map onto it a. texttire that the object
might have in reality. Of course by using this techniciue, it is possible to
create images not necessarilj' realistic but also artistic.
Texture mapping system im])lcmentntion presented in this work is adapt
able to many geometrical modeling techniques, since a planar subdivision is
applied to the surfaces. Obviously as the number of planes increase, curved
surfaces can be approximated better.

One basic need in this implementation is a tool to synthesize textures
to bo mapped. Tins includes images taken by jihotographic scanners. The
tool implemented can combine textures created by different techniques and
through different media. For example a black and white picture taken by the
photograi)hic scanner can be painted.
In the following chapters, representation of color images, geometric mod
eling, geometric mapping, and filtering techniques are discussed and some
implementation details are given.

2. COLOR TE X T U R E REPRESENTATION

The study of color is important in the design and development of color vi
sion systems. The perceptual attributes of color are brightness, hue, and
saturation. Brightness represents the perceived luminance. The hue of a
color refers to its ’’ redness” , ’’greenness” , and so on. Saturation refers to
purity, that is, how little the color is diluted by white light. In other words,
saturation determines how pastel or strong a color appears.
Color representation is based on the classical theory of Thomas Young
[33], who stated that the eye possesses three types of sensors, each sensitive
over a differeiit wavelength band. Subsequent findings, starting from those of
Maxwell [33] and more recent ones have established that there are three dif
ferent types of cones in the human retina with absorption spectra si(A), S2(A),
апс1,.5з(А) where А^т < A < A„,ui., and A,„,·,, = 3S0ni7i, \,nax — ISOnm. These
responses are peak in the yellow-green, green, and blue regions of the visible
spectrum.
Frei proposed a color vision model [33]. In his model three receptors with
spectral .sensitivities Si(A), «¿(A), and *'з(А), which represent the absorption
pigments of the retina, produce signals:
e, = fC(\)s,(A)d\
C2 = f C ( \ ) s 2(X)d\

( 1)

сз = /C(A).S3(A)i/A
where C’(A) is the spectral ciiergy distribution of the incident light source.
The three signals ci,

6^,63 are then

subjected to a logarithmic transfer func

tion and combined to produce the outputs
di = lofj(ci)
d-i = lo(/(c2) - lo(j{ci) - /огДсг/с!)
г/з = 1од{сз) - lo(j{ei) -

1од{ез/сх)

(2)

Figure 2.1: Pcrccj:)t.ion of color by the brain

Figure 2.2: Spectral sensitivities of three tyi:>es of retinal cones.
The signal

pass through linear systems to produce output signals

ihiihi 0.i that i)iovide the basis for perception of color by the l^rain, as seen
in the Figure 2.1.
In this model the signals </2, 0/3 are related with the chrdmacity, while
the signal d\ represents the luminance. This model satisfies the basic laws of
calorimetry, for example if the spectral energy of a light changes by a constant
multiplicative factor then the signals 0/25^3 rei)resenting the chromacity of
the light do not change, only d\ that represents the luminance changes in a
logarithmic manner.
Figure 2.2 shows the spectral sensitivities of ^¿(A) of the three types of
retinal cones obtained by spectral absorption measurements of cone pigments.
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Figure 2.3: The color solid for NTSC Receiver Primary Color Coordinate
System.
There are many color coordinate systems employed for the specification
of color. These systems have been defined experimentally for the applications
recpiiring different descriptions of the color. Unfortunately, there appears to
be no technique for determining an ’’ optimum” coordinate systc'm for most
applications. The representation of natural colors is very difficult in color
imaging systems. Since physical primaries can only emit positive amounts of
light, the colors that require a negative color vjdue cannot be displayed.
The color coordinate .system emi)loycd in the target machine is NTSC
Receiver Primary Color Coordinate System. In this .system there are throe
pho.sphor primaries that glow in the red, green, and blue regions of the visible
spectrum. The color solid for this system is shown in Figure 2.3. In the target
machine color images are stored in three parts. In the first part information
related to the size of the image is stored. The second part is the color lookup
table holding 256 combinations of red, green, and blue colors each having a
possibility of 256 intensities. The rest of the image file is a 2 dimensional
array of indices to the color lookup talóle.

2.1

Color Lookup Table Problem

The machine on which the implementation has been carried out has a limited
size of colormap (color lookup l.able). 256. Since the sj)ace for the colors to
be used simultaneously is restricted by this number it liecomes a proljlcm to
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find a place for those colors obtained from filtering and shading. Since each
of red, green, and blue may yield 25G different intensities for a pixel in the
screen space, a total of IG billion difl'erent colors arc possible for each pixel
and they cannot be predicted before filtering and shading. The only solution
to this problem is an approximation method: if there are not sufficient en
tries in the colormap for a calculated pixel color then an approximate one is
chosen. There can be many different strategics with different time consump
tions. One possible way is to start with an empty colormap and fill it as
the color intensities for pixels are calculated, when no more space is left then
the remaining pixels are given approximate values from the filled colormap.
Another strategy is to load the colormap homogeneously by selecting some
colors as the representatives of all colors. While the first performs better
when the number of calculated colors do not exceed 256 much, the second
has the advantage of limiting the diffci'ence between the calculated colors
and the assigned ones. The filtering work based on the bilevel and giay level
machines does not have ¡problems like this. Some other and more general
techniques can be developed in order to minimize the difference between the
actual colors calculated and colors displayed. Unless the size of the reference
(pixel depth) and the colormap can be increased, realization of an optimum
colormap usage seems extremely hard, and may be solved by using operations
research techniques. In order find the most approximate color, some table
accesses should be done. Each time searching the whole table is the waste of
time. Therefore, a hashing function is used to save time by minimizing the
number of these accesses.

2.2

Paint Brush

In a texture mapping system, the need to create textures (2-dimensional
images) is very obvious. As previously stated, textures may .be defined iis
functions that have two paranaeters x and y and a vector value for red, green,
and blue intensities. However, it is not very easy to recognize such math
ematically defined textuies and to perceive a surface mapped with such a
texture. Therefoie, the most reasonable way is to give the user capability of
creating texture images he/she imagines by a simple tool. Such a tool should
be able to process pictures taken by photographic scanners, create new tex
ture images, load and modify previously prepared images, and convert them
into a form to be used by the texture mapping ])rogram.
As a part of the system, the paint brush sub.system was implemented on

top of a user interface toolkit, namely SunView’ [30]. This is either used for
generating texture patterns or editing existing ones that have been previously
generated by this system or inputted via a video camera.
A paint brush system requires a high level of user intcrfirce. Therefore,
the most suitable interface tool seems self explanatory icons. For example, a
naive user can easily understand what a pen, a duster or scissors mean and
can use them effectively to create the pictures he wants to draw.

hSun View i.s a regi.stcrccl trademark of Sun Micro.$ystems.

3. G EO M ETR ICAL M OD ELIN G

For the creation of realistic or interesting images of objects, first it is neccsscTiy to construct surfaces of those objects. Surfaces should be defined in
such a way that their properties such as visibility, color, normal, etc. can be
computed in a convenient way for algorithms. Objects may be described by
the surfaces that bound them or by the volume they occupy. Generally at
tractive surfaces are created by surface oriented techniques, whei’eas volume
oriented techniques are useful for computer aided shape design. Traditionally
the synthetic imagery is generated from polygonal models, recently, paramet
ric or implicit surfaces have become popular. A parametric surface is defined
by a form such as Fx:{s, t), Fy{s, t), Fz(s, i) while an implicit surface is defined
as a function F ( x , y , z ) . Quadric and cubic patches are defined by paramet
ric descriptions.

Implicit descriptions are usually used for solid modeling

systems.
Polygonal surfaces have the advantage of linearity of all the elements. As a
result, calculations such as intersections or transformations can be performed
in a quick and simple way. Sometimes an enormous number of polygons is
needed to approximate a complicated curved surface, however any shape
can be approximated upto an arbitrary precision with an arbitrarily large
collection of polygons.
Although the higher-order surface descriptions are more compact, inter
section or transformation computations for them are more complex and time
constuning.

3.1

Data Structures

Even though a polygon<al mesh may 1h· descrilxxl by listing the coordinates
of vertices of each polygon in order, this description wastes memory by not

considering vertices shared by more than one polygon. Therefore, it is a reasoiicible way to store all vertices in a list and then to refer to the vertex list for
the polygon coordinates. This structure can be enhanced by storing informa
tion such as surface or vertex normals, common edges between the polygons.
The data structure in this implementation using C language notation is as
follows:

struct coordinate {
int x;
int y;
int z;

struct vertex {
struct coordinate location;
struct coordinate normal;

}
struct vertex *vlist;

struct polygon {
struct vertex *vl;
struct vertex ’fv2;
struct vertex *v3;

}
struct polygon *polylist;

As it is seen, this is a very simple structure. A normal vector is stored
with each vertex, since Gouraud [21] polygon shading teclmiqire is used. The
’’ polygon” structure has only three vertices, that is, polygons are triangles.
The quadrilateral patches are subdivided into two triangles, in order to get
linear surfaces.
Since the surfaces are also shaded while being textured, the normal of
each vertex is computed during the modeling.

Each vertex normal is the

average of normals of the planes sharing that vertex. The intensity values at
vertices arc calculated and used to calculate the intensity values at the edges
connecting two vertices. The same interj^olation is used for the scan lines
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connecting two points on the edges. This technique is known as Gouraud
shading and explained in [21].
Complex objects that consist of many sui'faces require a more complicated
structure. For objects assembled as a collection of intersecting surfaces, the
surface for each subobject may be listed separately. Surface characteristics
such as color, glosiness can belong to an entire subobject.
Vertices or control points may be grouped into independent movable parts.
This allows coordinate transformations to be applied to selected parts of the
coordinate data, causing some parts to move independently of others.
Similarly, nonlinear surface patches can be defined as a list of coordi
nates of control points. Some nonlinear parametric stirfaces that have been
implemented are explained in the following subsection.

3.2

Parametric Surfaces

Parametric surfaces describe the shape of an object by some parameters. One
way of representing curved surfaces is by parametric equations. Parametric
equations for surfaces are formulated with two parameters u and v. A co
ordinate position on a surface is then represented by the parametric vector
function
P(u, v) = (.r(t/., a).

»·’ )< -(«b »-’))

(1)

Usually parameters u and v are defined within the range 0.0 to 1.0.
Parametric surfaces can be specified using a set of control points. Bezier
[29] surfaces are defined by the formula
P{u,v) =

Pj,kBj,,niu)Ok,n0i·)
j=0k=0

(2)

with pj^k specifying the location of the (m -f 1) by (n - hi ) control points,
u) and Bk^n(u)

polynomial functions defined as
B,j = C { j , i ) u ' ( l - n y - ^

(3)

and the C(j, i) represent the binomial coefficients
C(n, A·) =

n!
/.:!(n - A:)!
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(4)

b-spline [29] surfaces are similar to Bezier surfaces and defined as
P(u,v) =

(5)

Pj,kNj,s{u)Nk,t(v)
j =0 h=:0

As before, vector values for pj^k specify the (m + 1) by (n + 1) control points.
The parameters s and t control the order of contintiity of the surface. The
most important feature of the b-spline blending functions is that they are
nonzero in only a portion of the range of the parameter. The b-spline blending
functions of degree ^ — 1 may be defined recursively as follows:
NkAu) =

1

if Uk < u < itjt+i

0

otherwise
i_i(u) -t-

Nk t(n) =

i_i

where

(6)
0

ii j < t

1
n —t + 2

ii t < j < n

tt, = < j — t +

ii j > n

for values of j ranging from 0 to n -F 1.
Because the denominators can become zero, this formulation adopts the con
vention 0/0 = 0.
Second ord(;r surfaces are also called quadric surfaccis. Tlu'y are defined
by an expression with each term having coordinates to the second power.
Ax ^+ 2B xy+2 C xz +2 Dx io + Ey^+2Fyz+2Gyw + Hz^+2Iztv + Jw^ = 0 (7)
This can be rewritten in matrix notation as:

[ r Î/ ^

]

A

D

C

D

X

D

E

F

G

y

C

F

H

I

D

G

I

J

= 0

(8)

w

The algebraic properties of the symmetric matrix Q determines the shape
of the surface. The various shapes arc first distinguished by examining the
signs of the four eigenvalues of Q.
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Barr [1] has introduced superquadrics. These are difFerent from the cor
responding cjuadrics in the exponents of their terms. The superquadrics used
in this work are defined using trigonometric parameterization:
Supercllip.soid:
X = cos”*(tt)cos"(i;), y = sin^’'(u)cos^(v), z = tan”(v)
so that
+ y2/m)m/n ^ ^2/n _ j

(9)

Superhyperboloid of one piece:
X = cos'"(u)sec"(u), y = si??"’ (u)sec"(u), xr = tan’^(v)
.so that

-|- y2/m^m/n _ j

(10)

Supertoroid:
— cos”'(u)(k cos"(y)), y — sin'^(ii)(k + co.s'^(v)),
so that ((x-2M + y2/m)m/2 _ ^.)2/n ^ , 2/n ^ j
X

3.3

= sin” (v)
( 11)

Geometric Calculations

In order to I'ender images of surfaces it is necessary to:
• reposition and reorient them using linear transformations,
• clip them to the limits of view,
• find their representations in perspective
• calculate intersections between them
• determine whether parts of the surface are inherently hidden just by
their orientation
For polygonal surfaces all of the above are straight forward. Surfaces may
be repositioned and reoriented by applying shape-preserving transformations
(rotations, translations, scaling, and mirroring) to the vertex coordinates.
Clipping algorithms are also quite straight forward with algorithms available
in literature [14,29] althoiigh variations keep on coming [25,34].
Perspecti\'e representatit)ns for j)olj'gons generally are found by trans
forming to a space where the view point is at the origin and the direction
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of view lines lie along the s-axis then dividing x and y coordinates by the ^
coordinate for each vertex.
Calculating intersection between polygons is also simple. First, the plane
equation for one of the polygons is found then the edges of the other polygon
may be clipped against the plane of the first.
The plane equation of a polygon can be found by taking the cross product
of vectors formed by any throe non-colinear vertices of the polygon
[a b c] <- [])2 - pi]* [;.>3 - pi]

( 12)

Using the normal vector, the plane equation is given by
a*x+b*y+c*z+d

=0

(13)

Substituting values a, 6, c and the coordinates of one of the vertices of the
polygon, it is easy to find d.
If any coordinate that is not on the plane is substituted into the plane
eejuation, a value proportional to the distance of that point fi'om the plane
is obtained. This fact is used to find the intersection point of an edge that
pierces the plane.
Given two points, pi and p2:
dl *— a * pl[;r] + b* pl[y\ -f- c + pl[^| + d.
d2 *— a * p 2 [x] + b * p 2[y] + c * p 2 [z] + d

(14)

If f/1 and d2 have opposite signs then the intersection point q is given by:
O' <— dl/(dl — d2 )
i/[.r] <— pi [a:] * ( 1.0 —a) -t- p2[;c] ♦ cv
(M

p Hu]

* ( 1.0 - o ) + p 2 {y] + a

(15)

'/[-] ^ Pl[-] * ( 1.0 - O') d- p 2 {z] +. O'
If polygonal data is taken consistently so that the vertices of a polygon
appear in clockwise order, then it is po.ssiblc to determine that some faces are
hidden from view just by their orientation. In pjirticular, the z-coordinate of
the vector normal to the plane can be used to determine hidden i)lanes.
Since polygons can be non-i)lanar, sometimes it is imjwssible to calculate
the normals. A simple solution to this problem is to subdi\ ide j)olygons into
triangles. Scan conversion of non-plivnar polygons is al.so more difficult.
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For nonlinear surfaces the aljove calculations are more complex. In orcl(?r
to reposition and reorient tlie same transformations can be applied. However,
clipping algorithms are problematic. Nonlinear surface clipping algorithms
work in two phases.

First, a bounding volume is found.

This bounding

volume is used to detect whether the entire surfiice is inside, or outside the
field of view. If neither of these conditions is true then, during the scan
conversion, each pixel is checked individually whether it is inside the view or
not. Another solution is to subdivide the surface until it is detected that the
entire fragment is inside or outside.
For the perspective representation of nonlinear surfaces the surface can
be evaluated at intervals and interpolated between the intervals.
Finding intersections between nonlinear surfaces pose problems similar to
those of clii^ping. Therefore, when only the visual representation is important
it is possible to scan convert two surfaces and compare pixel by pixel to
determine the frontmost one. In the case that the edge of intersection is
needed, it may be necessary to solve a. systems of eejuations, or a subdivision
process may be applied.
It is very clifRcult to determine if a nonlinear surface is visible or not.
This subject has been generally ignored in the literature. Due to this and
other reasons mentioned above, our system models objects by their closest
iipproxiIllation of planar triangles. The idea of using triangle approximations
has also been suggested by Deering [9] and a specific VLSI device has been
developed that can render one million triangles per second. Since this device
was developed for the Sun Workstation environment, in the future our system
can utiliгe its potentials.

3.4

Geometric Modeling Utility

In this system an interactive modeling utility was im])lemented to create
geometric models.

This utility is not very much elaborated, but a naive

user can easily connect one triangle to others in 3-dimensions, so that a
complicated surface can be formed.
Rubber band and dragging techniques are used for the user interface.
The user may select an edge from the current set of triangles and add a new
triangle connected to that edge. It is also possible to discard triangles from
the scene. While the mouse is traced for x and y coordinates, i value can
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be adjusted using a ir-depth slider. The viewing point can be changed and
the user can take different looks from different angles in order to visinalize
the scene properly. The viewing point is automatically adjusted when the
depth is changed, that is, when we increase the depth we come closer to the
objects found in deei)cr -^-coordinates. The projection method can l)e chosen
as either perspective or axonometric by the user.
Bezier or b-spline surfaces can also be generated by this utility by entering
coordinates of their control points using the mouse or superquadric surfaces
can be created by entering their related piirameters via a pop-up window.
Since a conversion to planar polygons takes place internally, it is possible
to modify surfaces created by Bezier, b-spline or superquadric techniques
manually. Wireframe drawings of a Bezier surface and a b-spline surface are
shown in 3.1 and 3.2.
It is possible to sec the hidden surface eliminated wireframe of the model
before texturing begins. Depth sorting method is used for hidden surface
elimination.

Therefore, polygons are sorted with respect to their highest

depth. Since all the polygons are triangles and all triangles arc edge con
nected to each other, intersection calculations done for depth sorting hidden
surface elimination algorithm are grcatcly simplified. Wireframe drawings of
a superellipsoid, a one piece superhyperboloid ¿ind ci supertoroid are shown
in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

IG

Figure 3.2: A b-spline surface.

Figure 3.3: A hidden surface eliminated wireframe drawing of an superellip
soid.
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Figure 3.4: A hidden surface eliminated wireframe drawing of a one piece
superhyperboloid.

Figure 3.5: A hidden surface eliminated wirefr<une drawing of a supertoroid.
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4. GEOM ETRIC M A P P IN G

Texture mapping is a combination of geometric mapping and filtering. First,
a procedure to calculate the corresponding points in the texture space and
the object space is needed. Since the transformation from the object space
to the screen space is usually performed within this procedure one mapping
is defined from the texture to the screen. This calcvdation can be done in
different orders: screen order, texture order and the two-pass methods. In
the screen order, as each picture element in the screen is scanned, the texture
coordinates to be mapped on that picture element arc calculated. The texture
order is just the opposite: the texture is scanned and the screen coordinates
are calcuhited. The two-pass methods decompose one 2-dirnensional to 2dimensional mapping to two 1-dimensional to 1-dimensional mapping [35].
To map a texture onto a surface, different techniques can be employed.
The first is the parameterization of the surface as it is shown in Figure 4.1,
in terms of u and v. Parameters u and v are then used either as the input
variables into some texture generating function, or as the coordinates of a
value within a texture image . The surface parameterization may cause the
arbitrary positioning of the texture map.

The parameterization is higlily

dependent on the way the surfaces are defined. For example, it can be done
very naturally for parametrically defined surfaces, whereas it is not so for
other types of surfaces such as quadrics.
In planar polygons parameterization is linear, whereas for nonplanar poly
gons it is not. Since the solution of nonlinear equations is harder and more
time consuming than that of linear equations, planar polygons have been
preferred. Details of parameterization are explained in [17].
One problem with parameterization is to ensure apparent continuity of
two dimensional textures applied to complex surfaces.

The texture areas

assigned to the neighbors at opposite sides of a polygon may be radically
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cliiTerent. Mapping a texture to an arbitrarily complex shape without discon
tinuities is a very hard problem and it has been solved by ad-hoc approaclies
up to now.
Some solution methods [5] were proposed, but they are not generally ap
plicable to arbitrary shapes and to arbitrary geometric models. Therefore,
surfaces textured by parameterization do not contain very much complex
ities. Indeed mapping a 2-dimensional texture to an arbitrarily convex 2dimensional polygon is itself a problem to be dealt. In [13] a. solution was
proposed. They developed a technique to construct a continuous bijcctive
map from a polygonal texture space to an arbitrary convex polygon.
In this work, any arbitrarily shaped geometric model can be textured
without discontinuities between the adjacent polygons. However it is not
claimed that this solution is perfect and has no internal flaws in it. The
mapped textui'e is compressed and stretched at appropriate locations in or
der to cover the surface. Algorithmically there is no exivet way of formulating
these distortions. Particular formulas for a sphere or for a cube can be ap
plied. However, for a shape that luis many holes, it is not so obvious.
Similarly, when one covers an object with a piece of paper, in order to
cover the object properl)^, he folds and wrinkles the paper in the way he
wishes. When mapping texture onto an object, it is not folded nor wrinkled,
instead it is compressed or stretched, in order to make it take the shape
of the object and again this is done arbitrarily provided that the texture is
continuously mapped all over the surface.
The visual appearance is important rather than some physical or mathe
matical laws in texture mapping. If an ordinary observer perceives the shape
behind the texture then the solution can be accepted as satisfactory. The
shading effects are used to increase the visual realism.
Normal vector inter.section is another technique for the geometric map
ping. A map template is suspended above the surface to be mapped. The
template may be a surface such as a rectangle or a sphere.

The texture

value for a particular point on the surface is determined by intersecting the
normal vector at that point with the map template, such as in Figure 4.2.
The point of intersection provides a ti, v pair then to be used in finding the
texture value. This indirection sometimes may distort the map in unpleasant
fashions.
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Figure 4.1: Geometric mapping by surface parameterization.
Texture mfipping by surface normals for planar polygons is not applicablc, since slopes between the polygons change shar]ily. A way to overcome
this difficulty may be surface normal interpolation as in the case of Phong
[29] shading. Miipping by surface normals is a good way for environment
mapping. Environment mapping is a form of texture mapping wherein the
texture applied to 3-dirnensional surfaces is represented in an envii-onmcnt
map [23]. The diffuse and specular illumination impinging on a region of a
surface can be found by texture filtering regions of the environment map with
a space-viiriant filter.
Environment mapping is superior to ray-tracing, in the sense that, ray
tracing requires integration over parts of the 3-diniensional environment,
while environment mapping simplifies the problem by treating the environ
ment as a 2-dimensional projection. However, this simplification prevents
the simulation of phonemena such as light effects created locally like shadows.
Therefore, environment mapping is more effective when the local environment
does not affect surface shading very much.
Diffuse illumination at a surface point comes from the hemisphere of the
world centered on the surface normal, and it can be found by filtering the
region of the environment map corresponding to this hemisphere. Filtering
should be done according to Lambert’s Law, which states that the illumina
tion coming from a point on the hemisphere should be weighted by the cosine
of the angle between the direction of that point and the surface normal [29].
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Figure 4.2: Geometric mapping b}' normal vector intersection.
Specular illumination can also l>e computed by filtering an appropriate
region of the environment. This region is dependent on the viewpoint, that is,
it is defined by the rays emanating from the viewpoint, reflected on the surface
with equal coming and going angles with respect to the surface normal, and
impinging on the environment map. This region is a quadrilateral if a pixel
is assumed to be square, otherwise if a pixel is assumed to be a circle the
filtered area is an ellipse. Assuming the pixel as a circle gives better results,
but it is more costly.
Another technique of solid-texturing utilize the concept of a mapping
template, but in a slightly different manner. The 2-dimensional mapping
template is extruded through space in a direction normal to the map, thus
producing a 3-dimcnsional mapped volume. The texture value at a point on
a surface is determined by finding the position of that point within the solid
map extrusion. This position can be lepresented by u, v and le, where w is
the distance along the axis of extrusion, as in Figure 4.3.
A solid texture function for a color parameter p is simply a texture func
tion defined at the points on a surface in terms of their 3-space coordinates
[30]; p {x ,y ,z ).
This definition makes it unnecessary to be concerned about the shape of
the surface being textured. Solid texture functions can be defined periodically
like 2-dimensional texture functions, therefore the location of the object that
is textured is not important.
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Figure 4.3: Solid texturing.
Solid texturing has advantages in rendering objects whose surface tex
ture arises from their internal structure. Since the texture is defined in 3dimensions, the texture covers the surface more realistically than mapped
2-dimensional textures. Solid texturing eliminates the aliasing problems that
arise from the highly compressed surface coordinate near the poles of a sphere
or in regions of tight curvature on some parametric surfaces.
Solid texturing can be easily applied to arbitrarily complex surfaces. Us
ing 2-dirncnsional texturing techniques, each patch of a complex surface can
be textured easily. However, it is very hard to map a single texture over
the entire complex surface in a coherent fashion without introducing discon
tinuities. In 2-dimensional texture mapping texture space is ¡partitioned into
regions to be applied to the various patches that make the surface. It is not
an ea.sy task to prevent tcxtui'c discontinuities lietween the adjacent patches.
As the number of patches grows and their arrangement becomes less regiilar,
2-dimensional texture mapping becomes more awkward. Solid texturing can
be applied to every kind of surface without dealing with individual patches.
Another advantage of solid texturing is that it is much more apj)licable
to soft objects that are defined by a number of key points in space. Soft
objects have been described in [38]. The key points define a skeleton. Each
point has an effect range and tlie surface of an object is determined by this
range. Therefore, a single point represents a sphere and collection of these
produces a shape that is a blending of the spheres. When the key points
move independently the object changes its shape and topology.
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For such

objects using 2 climeusioniil maps seem to be inapplicable. The texture space
is connected to a coordinate system the object is defined, since the texture
of an object moving tlu'ough space may change inconsistently.
The most striking problem with solid texturing is the generation of tex
tures. Digitizing solid textures is not simj)le and the storage to be allocated
for such a texture is tremendously large, e.g, for a 512 * 512 + 512 resolution
134MB is necessary, assuming one byte per texel(texture element). The only
possible way is to use synthetic textures defined procedurally. A function
of three varijiljles that return a color value can be used to define interesting
textures. However, it is very hard to define many artistic and natural tex
tures proccdurally. Due to these problems, 2-dirnensioual texture mapping
has been adopted for this work and the remaining parts will discuss how the
problems associated with 2-dimensional textures are solved.
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5. FILTERING

5.1

Aliasing

If each point on the screen is mapped through pure geometrical calculations
some problems occur. First, two neighbor points on the screen can be mapped
by two widely apart points on the texture. The reverse is also true, that is,
two neighbor points in the texture can be mapped to distant points on the
object. This is a common case in warped surfaces resulting in the effect
called aliasing лvith some unrealistically shari) transitjons and .stair cases in
the image.
Taking discrete measurements of a signal at an inadeciuate number of
regular intervals causes the eifect called ’’ aliasing” . An inadequate sampling
interval when synthesizing digital images causes small errors in represent
ing the positions of the edges which characterize the image. The inadequate
sampling is mostly caused by the equipment we have. In other words, the po
sitions of details in an image are forced to coincide exactl}'^ with the positions
of the individual pixels.
As it is seen in Figure 5.1, the set of samples from the high-frequenej'^
signal is the same as the set from the much lower frequency signal. Here the
two different signals are called aliases of each other.
A fundamental signal-inocessing theorem, the Sampling Theorem, states
that the frequency at which uniformly spaced samples of a continuous one
dimensional signal are taken should be greater than twice the maximum fre
quency present within the signal. If this rule is not obeyed then, it is im
possible to reconstruct unambiguously the original signal from the samples.
Signal frequencies that are greater than half the sampling frequency cannot
be distinguished from lower alias fretiuencies.
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Figure 5.1: Aliiising of sampled signals.

The extension of the one-dimensional sampling theorem into two dimen
sions is straight forward: the .t and y sampling frequencies should be greater
than twice the maximum .r and y spatial frequencies· present in the picture
being Scunpled [20].
It is possible to avoid artifacts in two ways:
(1) Take samples at a non-uniform spacing. This approach called stochas
tic sampling, is one of the recent issues receiving considerable attention
[10,24]. However, it is not yet shown that it is an effective technique for
other than ray-tracing applications.
(2) Take samples at a regular spacing, but obey the Sampling Theorem.
This is the traditional approach.
In order to obey the Sampling Theorem one of the follo^ying conditions
should be satisfied:
(a) Increase the sampling frequency to greater than twice the maximum
frequency present within the signal ,
(b) Filter the signal before sampling to remove frequency components
greater than one half the sampling frequency .
Supersampling does not provide a general solution to aliasing because
there is no restriction on the frequency of some signals and it is more expensive
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than prciiltcring.

5.2

Filtering Techniques

Convolution is the fundamental filtering operation. A weighting function or
kernel is passed over the input signal and a weighting average is conii)uted
for each output sample.
Direct convolution which is the most straight forward filtering method is
very expensive for wide kernels. In this method a weighted average is comi:)uted anew for each output sample. When the shape of the kernel filter does
not change irs it moves across the signal, the filter is called space invariant.
For space invariant filtering, the signal and kernel arc transformed to the
frequency domain using a FFT, these are multiplied together, and an inverse
FFT is computed [4].
Fourier scries filtering has a restricted use since it is applicable when the
texture is represented as a Fourier scries. The low-pass filtering is applied
to its spectrum. Otherwise it is first necessary to convert the texture into
frequency space causing an overhead.
Catrnull developed a filter that computes the unweighted average of the
texture space elements in the ciuadrilateral that is the preimage of a. single
pixel assumed to be a square [10].
The filter by Dlinn and Newell arc implemented via a weighting function
that takes the form of a square pyramid witli a base width of 2x2 picture
elements. The 2x2 region surrounding the given picture element is inverse
mapped to the corresponding quadrilateral in tlie texture space element. The
values in the texture pattern within the quadrilateral are weighted by a pyra
mid distorted to fit the ciuadrilateral and summed [2].
The filter dcvclfjpcd by Feibush, Levoy, and Cook is more cla1>oratc. First
the filter function is centered on the pixel, then the corresponding quadrilat
eral region of texture space is found, and a weighted average of texture pixels
is formed [12].
The texture filter proposed by Gangnet, Perny, and Coueignoux is quite
similar to the method of Feibush et al. However pixels are assumed to be
circular and their preimages are ellipses. The texture values are weighted by
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a truncated siiic two pixels wide in screen space and summed [18].
The elliptical weighted average filter by Greene and Heckbert is similar to
Gangnet’s method in that it assumes circular pixels that map to arbitrarily
oriented ellipses, and it is like Feibush’s method because the filter is stored
in a lookup table [22].
Many applications demand a space variant filter, the kernel of which
changes with the position. Texture mapping and nonlinear image warps are
such applications. For proper antialiasing it is necessary to filter the texture
area corresponding to each screen pixel [12]. Since these texture areas may
be arbitrarily large, using direct convolution accurate filtering of such pixels
can be prohibitively expensive. In order to reduce the cost to a reasonable
level some different technicpies are necessary.
The generally accepted solution is signal prefiltering. Two different struc
tures have been proposed: pyramids and integrated arrays.
Pyramid methods are common in image synthesis for texture filtering
[11,37]. This method I'cstricts the filtered areas to be squares, otherwise
filtering of rectangular ai’cas is inconvenient.
The integrated array prefiltering is appropriate for filtering of rectangular
ai'cas [0,10,31].
In pyramid data structures texture is stored in lower i-esolutions. A pyra
mid is formed with 1 by 1, 2 by 2, 4 by 4 ... squares with powers of two.
Any shape in the texture area can be subdivided into squares and the values
of these squares arc used to speed up the process, since they were calculated
before the actual mapping. This technique was first proposed by Catmull
[17].
In this study the summed area tables proposed in [0] are used. In this
method the texture array is preintegrated in such a way that each entry in
the summed area table gives the sum of all texture samples contained in
the rectangle defined by itself and the lower left corner of the texture array.
Hence, the sum of texture samples in any rectangle is the result of only three
additions. The following formulation, and Figure 5.2 show this computation:

T [.r,., J/i] -

T [.r,., yt] - T [;i·,, y,] -I- T [ .r ,, y,,]

where
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Table T

/V,

/N f

Figure 5.2: Calculation by a summed area table.
X/ : the left x_coordinate of the rectangle
Xr : the right x.coordinate of the rectangle
tjb : the bottom y.coordinate of the rectangle
iji : the top y.coordinate of the rectangle
T[.r, j/] : the value of the summed aiea table at location (x, y)
This technique is generalized by increasing the number of preintegrations
and filters of better quality can be cvehieved. The drawback of this is the
abundance of storage allocated. For an image size of 512 by 512 and 256
levels of intensity at a machine using a color lookup table , we have to allocate
(9 + 9 + 8 = 26 bits) = 4bytcs for each summed area entry and therefore 4
times more than the original image size. Since we should store 3 different
tables for an RGB machine the storage allocated for the tables is 12 times
of the original one. If the number of integrations is increased than it is not
possible to use 32 bit integers. The use of floating numbers decrease the
performance rehitivcly.
Filtering by repeated integration which is a generalization of Crow’s
summed area table is a space variant filtering technique providing constant
cost. Figure 5.3 shows the shapes of some low order repeated integration
filters. Theoretical bases of this method arc given in [16].
Since the areas to be filtered are not necessarily rectangles, sometimes we
include unrelated areas. Approximation of a quadrilateral by a rectangle is
shown in Figure 5.4. This has surely a negative effect on the performance
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Figure 5.3: Rcpccitecl integration filters of order 1-4.
of this technique. In order to increase the performance some approximation
techniques are described by Glassner in [19]. He proposed to add or subtract
rectangles of appropriate sizes to increase the quality of filtering.

5.3

Chromatic Image Filtering

Filtering of chromatic images Inas some problems that do not exist in achro
matic image filtering. RGB images can be filtered by taking each component
of the color vector independently. However, if this way is chosen then, some
important aspects of the colors are not taken into account. One problem
is that any unit cliange in the amount of one component is not perceived
as equivalently noticeable color shift to cin observer. Some experimental re
sults indicate that a human observer is most sensitive to color shifts in the
blue, moderately sensitive to color shifts in the red, and least sensitive to
color shifts in the green. Therefore, it may be a good solution to use a color
coordinate system that has the property of giving equivalently noticeable
color shifts for the unit changes in the coordinate system. In 1960 the CIE
(Commission Internationale de I’Eclairage- the International Commission on
Illumination) adopted a coordinate system, called the Uniform Chromacity
Scale (UCS), in which equal changes in the chromacity coordinates result in
just noticeable changes in hue and saturation to a good approximation. The
UCS color coordinate system is linear transformation of the RGB coordinate
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Figure 5.4: Api)roximating a. quadrilateral by a rectangle,
system. The chromacity coordinates of two systems are related by

u '

’ 0.405 0.116 0.133 '

■R '

V

0.299 0.587 0.114

G

w _

0.145 0.827 0.627

D

(1)

The U -*V .'W - coordinate system is an extension of the U -V .W coor
dinate system in an attempt to obtain a color solid for which unit shifts
in luminance and chrominance are uniformly perceptible. The U' .V* -W*
coordinates are defined as
U' = 131F*(m - uo)
V" = 13TF*(u - Uo)

(2)

IF* = 25(100F)F^- 17
where

U
V
V =
[/ + V + W ’ “ , ly-h V + W
and uo,vo chromacities of reference white ( uq = 0.201, vo = 0.307).
u=

Conversion from one color coordinate system to another adds some extra,
coinputcition, while reducing deficiencies emanating from the abnormal trcinsitions on the color edges, by adjusting the hue, saturation and luminance
contributions realisticall}'·.

Since such a conversion in the target machine

prevents interactive usage, the chromatic image filtering problem is solved
without a coordinate conversion. However, as the algorithm is improved or
the speed of the target machine increases adding such a conversion to the
code can be feasible.
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Figure 5.5: A chccker-boarcl mapped supercllipsoid.

5.4

Implementation

In this implementation the screen scanning scheme is used, that is, as the
screen is scanned line by line the corresponding preimages are found, filtered
and, given as the color value for the pixel scanned. For each (x, y) pixel
scanned a (u,v) coordinate that defines a corner of the preimage rectan
gle coordinate is calculated. The other corners are defined by the texture
space coordinates mapped by screen coordinates (x — l,y ), (x, J/ — 1), and
(x — l,j/ — 1). These four coordinates denote a quadrilateral. This quadrilat
eral is approximated by a rectangle and the average value of the rectangle is
calculated by the summed area table method as explained above. The sizes
of rectangles may change considerably depending on the surfiice slope. Since
surfaces are always restricted to be planar polygons in the implementation
the textured area sizes are same through each polj'gon scanned; some minute
differences come as a resvdt of truncations. The checker-board mapped su
percllipsoid, and a supertoroid are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. For the
wireframe reprcsentcitions of those surfaces refer to Chapter 3.
Besides the textures, real objects have some fluctuations on their surfaces
such as bumps.

It is. also possible to map such bumps onto the smooth

surfaces. This is done by changing intensity values artificially, that is intensity
values for scanned points on a surface are altered periodically or randomly.
Ill this implementation it is altered jieriodically and the sizes of the bumps
are given by the user. A bump mapped supertoroid, the real texture mapped
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Figure 5.6: A checker-board mapped supertoroid,
onto it and the wireframe of the supertoroid are shown in Figure 5.7.
In order to get some interesting effects, more than one texture can be
mapped on a· surface by giving some transparency values between 0.0 and
1.0 to the textures. Apparently, if the transparency value for a texture is
0.0, previously mapped texture is not seen under the currently mapped tex
ture, and if the transparency value is 1.0 the previous texture stays without
being altered, any viilue between 0.0 and 1.0 blends the previously mapped
color value and the current one accordingly. A transparently texture mapped
object and the two textures are shown ih Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: The texture, the geometric model and the bumpy tcxtui’e mapped
object.
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Figure 5.8: Three .stage.s in transparently mapping textures to an object, and
the textures mapped.
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6. CONCLUSION

The texture mapping practice we had has shown us that it is a very effective
way for creating realistic and attractive computer images. It has research
potentials to improve the quality while keeping the costs at a reasonable level.
First of them is surely filtering. Especially filtering of chromatic images needs
attention. Indeed some experimental study seems necessary, besides the CIE
standards and knowledge about color developed upto now.
The other issue is to make this technique more usable in our daily life
applications such as CAD, CAM, computer art or education with visual sim
ulations. The user interface part becomes very important in this respect. For
example, the user may be given the chance to select between the quality and
the speed, and adjust them accordingly depending on the nature of iipplication he is involved. The paint brush system can also be enhanced to include
a facility for the creation of textures nuvthematically. Such attempts together
with an elaborated geometric modeling tool make our system im effective tool
for texture mapping.
Besides the surface properties of objects that are modeled by using com
puters, the effect of light on these surfaces can be simulated ¡)roperly and
interestingly by a cost effective technique. Environment mapping which is a
natural extension of texture mapping seems applicable for this purpose.
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A. THE USER’S M A N U A L

The implementation of the system was written to run in SunView environ
ment of Sun Workstations*. It has the name ’’ txtmp” . The code was written
in C. A user friendly interface is provided. Doth the geometric model and
the texture can be created by the user interactively.

A .l

Panel Item Descriptions

As it is seen in Figure A .l, thex'e is a set of panel items to enter neces
sary parameters related to geometric modeling, texture mapping and texture
preparation.
The R E D IS P L A Y button is useful especially when the model held is
not displayed properly. This is the case when ^-coordinate is changed, the
screen is automatically cleared and it may be redisplayed according to new z
coordinate.
The SAVE button saves the current geometric model as a. file on the disk.
The L O A D button loads a geometric model that has been· saved as a file
on the disk.
The C L E A R button clears the data structure holding the geometric
model and clears tlic screen. When the current geometric model is to be
discarded and a new model is to be developed, this button is pressed.
The T -M A P button maps the texture that has been stored as an inte
grated table to the current geometric model.
‘ SunView and Sun Workstation arc registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems.
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Figure A .l; The user interface of the texture mapping system.
The S A V E -S C R E E N button saves the canvas on the disk, for the
archive of texture mapped surfaces.
The SE T S -P A R S button pops up a window for the entry of Bezier,
l)-spline or supei'quadric surface ¡)aranieters as shown in Figure A.2.
The first five parameters are vidid if the superquadric geometric model is
selected. The first two of these are exponent parameters for superquadric sur
faces. These are north to south and west to east sciuareness parameters. The
next three are coefficients of the x, y, z parametric equations for superquadric
surfaces.
The following four parametei’s are valid for both Bezier and b-spline sur
faces. The first two of these «are number of control points to be given in row
wise and columnwise order. The next two points are the number of points
required to be generated in rowwise and columnwise order.
Following two parameters are valid only for b-spline surfaces and they
denote the order of continuity in rowwise and columnwise order respectively.
The last two liaramctcrs arc v'alid for all the surface types and denote the
initial location the created object is to be placed on the screen.
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Figure A.2: Surface pfu'ameter entry
The V IE W -R E F . P N T button pops up a small, window having x and
y coordinates of view reference point. The user is able to look from different
angles by adjusting the view reference point. The z coordinate is received
from the z-slider.
The G R ID O N /O F F button works like toggle, that is, when the gi’id
lines are not seen, they can be made visible by pressing this button and if they
are already visible they become invisible when this button is pressed. They
are helpful when constructing a geometric model with the required precision.
The G R ID SIZE button is for adjusting the grid size. The possible
values are 2, 4, S, IG, and 32.
The text item M O D E L FILE N A M E is used to give the name of the
disk file where a current geometric model is to be saved, or to load a geometric
model from the disk that has been saved jireviously.
The T E X T U R E FILE N A M E is the name of the texture image file to
be mapped to the geometric model.
The Z slider detiniuiues the current z coordinate, when modeling the z
coordinates are received from this slider and the model is projected as if the
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user were at this z coordinate.
The T R A N S F O R M A T IO N S button pops up a window for entering
transformation parameters and selecting a. specific transformation. Trans
formations available arc translation, rotation, and scaling. The first three
parameters rire valid for all transformations whereas the last one which is the
angle is valid only for rotation. The first three parameters are interpreted
according to the transformation selected, for example if translation is selected
then those Vcilues are added to the present
coordinate values of the
object in the scene, if scaling is selected those values are multiplied with the
present (:r, y, z) values, if rotation is selected then given (:r, y, z) values denote
the vector around which the object is rotated.
The T R A N S P A R E N C Y coefficient determines how transparent a
mapped texture is. If a texture is highly transparent then the previous tex
ture of the surface can be seen under the current one.
The P R O J E C T IO N toggle item can be used to select either perspective
or cvxonometric projections.
The S H A D IN G toggle item is to turn shading on or off.
The B U M P -H E IG H T and B U M P -W ID T H are parameters to specify
the height, and width of bumps. If the default value 1 is given then no bumps
are mapped. If a greater integer number is given than bumps of that size are
mapped together with the texture.
The P A IN T button pops up the paint-brush subsystem for synthesizing
new textures. Details of the paint brush is oxphiincd in Ai)pendix A.3.
The G E O M E T R IC M O D E L item is to select a ])articular modeling
type from the currently available ones. The available types are a manually
designed triangular mesh, Bezier, b-spline and Superquadrics. Appropri
ate parameters for these modeling utilities are given using ’’ SET SURFACE
PAR.” as described previously. The way the canvas events are interpreted
is dependent on the geometrical model selected and it is exi^lained in the
following section.
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Figure A.3: Entering control points.

A .2

Canvas Events

If the selected geometric model is Bezier or b-siTline then, the conti'ol points
are given by pressing the right mouse button in the canvas. When the pressed
button is released, cunent cursor locations is accepted as a new control point
coordinate as shown in Figure A.3. Dots are placed on these coordinates.
When all the points are given the surface is drawn as a wireframe on the
screen.
A mesh of triangles can be constructed by adding one triangle to others
at a time. The left mouse button is pressed and moved for this purpose. As
the mouse is dragged, a triangle attached to it follows. When the button
is released the last state of the triangle is added to the current set of trian
gles. Triangles are formed in such a way that the current mouse position is
connected to the closest edge of triangles that have already been created as
shown in Figure A.4. The triangle that has been added to the set can be
discarded by pressing the middle mouse button.
If the selected geometric model is superquadrics, a menu for superquadric
surfaces is displayed when tlie right m,ouse button is pressed in the canvas.
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Figure A.4: Constructing a triangle mesh.
One of the possible superquadi'ic surfaces, that is, superellipsoids, superhypcrboloids or supertoroids can be chosen.
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A .3

Paint Brush

The jDaint-brush subsystem can run on either bhick and white or color ma
chines. It consists of three subwindows: a hoiizontal panel, a vertical panel
and a canvas. The horizontal panel contains sliders, buttons and an icon
representing the current painting pattern selected from the vertical control
panel. The user interface of the paint-brush is shown in Figure A.5.
The vertical panel contains items for cutting and pasting besides painting
patterns. Therefore, any part of the entire canvas can be cut, erased, or
moved to another place making the replication of a single figure possible.
The first three sliders are used to select the intensities of I’ed, green, and
blue and the fourth is used to put the selected color in one of the 25C color
lookup table locations. One of the buttons on this panel can be used to
select the type of operation e.g, AND, OR, XOR of the source color with
the destination. Another button is used to adjust the grid size according to
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required thickness of the brush. The last executed action can be canceled by
an undo button.
The images created can be saved as a file on disk and reloaded giving
a file name and pressing the appropriate.button. A preintegration button
constructs and saves the summed area table of a given portion of the canvas.
This table is necessary while mapping that image on a given surface.
The vertical panel has some icons representing the painting pattern or
some operations such as cutting and pasting. A given region on the canvas
can be automatically painted by a flood fill procedure.
These icons are self explanatory, for example the icon showing scissors
represents a cutting operation, while the duster figure is used for cleaning.
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